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Six hundred kilometres of coastline

  

  

Shankhumukham beach is crowded with people who have come to see off their relatives at
Trivandrum airport. White taxis have gathered like fat, gleaming seabirds, saris flutter and whip.
Children, holding hands, scream when grey waves come rushing at them, pleasure and fright
mixed in equal measure when they feel the water suck and pull at their bony ankles. 

  

A majority of the men stay well away from the shoreline, clad in trousers and shoes, a far cry
from the colourful, scanty beach-wear sported in most seasides across the world. I tell my
puzzled north Indian husband that this is because the average Malayali doesn’t regard the sea
as a play area. ‘It’s a working sea,’ I say, ‘belonging primarily to the fisher-folk. In fact, they too
know better than to regard it with anything but awe and respect.’ 

  

We talk about how it is that, while in most coastal towns the seafront is generally the most
expensive real estate, in Kerala it continues to remain the preserve of the working class. We
walk along golden sunlit sand, ducking under ropes that are dragging the nets in, and stop to
watch a large vallam come in with the evening catch. With a flurry of shouts, six or seven burly
men lug the vessel in, twisting its hull this way and that until it comes to rest high and safe on
the sand. They are courteous to us, these salt-and-sand encrusted figures, holding up their
ropes so we can pass under. Nearby, a humbler sort of fisherman shows us how to fish with a
choondal which is nothing more than a stretch of thin wire bearing a few small hooks, hurled as
far as the arm can send it into the sea.

  

We continue on our way, observing the small boxy houses that rim the beach while picking our
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way over plastic bags and discarded whisky bottles and human turds, preferring to let our gaze
rest in the opposite direction where the sun is now beginning to descend into the glinting sea as
a luminescent squashy orange ball. It’s going to be a beautiful sunset but we seem to be the
only people who have set out specifically to enjoy this heavenly sight. 

  

Recently, newspapers carried articles announcing the government’s intentions to spend 5 crore
rupees on beautifying the stretch between Shankhumukham and Veli. I can imagine it already:
gallons of ugly concrete will be poured and raised into walkways that will soon display scratchy
graffiti while brand-new streetlights will gradually acquire fused bulbs and turn rusty. 

  

We in Kerala aren’t very good at the business of aesthetics, I conclude with regret. Nor are we
particularly opportunistic, it would seem. Blessed with such a picturesque and varied stretch of
coastline, any other place would by now have enjoyed a highly lucrative tourism industry. Yes,
we have Kovalam but its success seems to have come despite every attempt to ruin itself. It
was good to see that the place was buzzing with activity when I went recently: many foreigners
were swimming and I even spotted a couple of surf-boards riding the waves. A few local lads
were engaged in an energetic game of beach volleyball with a bunch of tourists and restaurant
touts were arranging their catch of the day on laden pavement tables. But the resorts that line
the bay are almost uniformly ugly in design, large blocks of painted cement and glass sitting
cheek-by-jowl and serving food (including amusing menu bloopers like ‘gopi manjuri’ and ‘cuppa
and fish curry’) that was, at best, mediocre. But foreigners still come in droves because, at this
time of year, their own countries are in the grip of freezing grey winters; Kovalam, despite all its
flaws, must seem like heaven on earth. 

  

A few miles north lies Veli tourist village, a collection of (yes, more concrete) kitschy cartoon
figures and statues, painted and peeling. Dozens of air-conditioned buses bring tourists from
distant parts of India who, for want of anything else to do, wander down to the sea-shore to
paddle and enjoy the evening breeze. There are a few boats available to hire on the lake and,
nearby, is a large freshwater swimming pool that is inexorably falling to seed. The words
‘Ice-cream Parlour’ are just visible in fading paint on a building that’s clearly been shut for a long
time now, given the luxuriant vines that now curtain the door and walls. 

  

I realise that governments and local councils need the kudos of good-looking projects that are
timed to come up just before election time. But I cannot think of a sadder waste of public
money. 
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What we need is not to pour concrete over our golden sands but find ways (which would
probably cost a whole lot less but, of course, take much more time to achieve) in which locals
are helped to conserve and beautify what they already have. Perhaps garbage collection can
become an organised and remunerative activity, perhaps more toilets can be built and
community health projects undertaken in which imaginative ways are found to spread personal
hygiene and civic duty messages.

  

Attractive earning potential can also be offered if locals are allowed to fry fish and sell fruit and
soft drinks from seaside shacks as is done in Goa and Thailand. There is such a paucity of food
and drink on Trivandrum’s seaside that even a gourmand would bemoan the departure of the
old India Coffee House at Shankhumukham which had been notorious for serving the most dire
dosas and vadas. It used to occupy a grand old building on the beach which was refurbished –
no doubt at considerable expense – but for many months now it too has lain closed and barred,
with signs that mention a forthcoming indoor sports centre.

  

I wouldn’t hold my breath. The kudos has been collected, the speeches made, the photo
opportunity paid off in the press. Once the last politician’s car has departed, Kerala’s gorgeous
God-given coastline can quietly return to becoming ruined by garbage and graffiti once again.
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